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INSTRUCTIONS :

1) Write your names and index number on the answer booklet as written on your
registration form, and DO NOT write your names and index number on add.itional
answer sheets of paper if provided.
Do not open this question paper until you are told to do so.
This paper consists of two sections: A anC B.
. Section A: Attempt all questions.
o Section B: Attempt only three questions.

4) Geometrical instnrments and. silent non-programmable calculqtors
mag be used..

2)
3)

(55marks)
(45marks)
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SECTION A : ATTEMPT ALL QUESTIONS. (ss MARKSI

1)

(4marksf

(2marks|

3) The members of a consulting firm rent cars from three rental agencies:
60 o/o on the cars from first agency, 30 oh on the cars from second agency
and 10 oh on the cars from the third agency.
(a) If 9 o/o on the cars from the lirst agency, 20 o/o on the cars from the

second agency and 6 oh on the cars from the third agency need repairs,
what is the probability that a rental delivered to the fir.m need repairs? (2marks|

(b) If a rental car delivered to the firm requires repairs, what is the
probability that it is a car from the third agency?

If the line through the points 14, 1,2) and {5, n, 0) is parallel to the line
through the points (2, 1, 1) and (3, 3, -1), find the value of n.
Solve in IR: 4e3* - 3ee* - E8 : S

Let,{:4srruex * Zcssex - SwithrE{-m',n}
(a) Express "$ in terms of *es 3x .

(2marksf

4)

5)

6)

(Smarks)
(Smarksf

Find the value of n.

7) The values 4; 6, 12, 4, LO, 12, 3,r,y have a meen oi7 and 4 for mode.

(a) Find the value of x and y.
(b) Find the median for the set of nine nurnbers girren.

8) For which value of k is the vector fi {1, -2, &} of ffi3 a linear combination

of vectors #qs, 0, -2) and # (2, -1, -S)?

(2rnarks)

(2marksf
(2marks)

{Smarks}
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9) Calculate f sr?tx I&{t + siyr.fr} dtr (4marks)

10) Calculate the first derivative of the function f{x} : f,f#.3[ - SiJF * xstr

, (2marks|
11) A mixed hockey team containing 5 men and 6 women is to be chosen

from 7 r:;.en and 9 women. In how many ways can this be done? (2marks)

l2l Consider the square matrk
/3 1 -3\ar:{ r za tl
\0 2 al

Find two values of dI if iE is singular matrix.

13) The sequence I{ is defined as follows : In{?EI{] : ?n
(a) Find Fu, F, and %.
(b) Show that $ is geometric sequence and find the common ration.

14) Calculate :

(a) Eim*-*--#
p-ll-ra I

," 
.),,'"_ (b) J-? ,= aj[

r v 
, ,<,s'

.[0y^ 15) Suppose that 1 - ?i is a zero of the fourth - degree

tr' pol5rnomi"t f{x} : x4 - 3x3 * xE * ?s - 3*. Find all zeros of f{x}.

{4marksf

(lmark|
(lmarkf

(2marksf

{Smarks}

(Smarks)

SECTION B: ATTEMPT THREE QUESTIONS OltLY. (4Smarks)

{x+r}*r+s}
16) (a) Given that F : {sa+r}fuE*s}, find y' . (Smarksf

(b) A (1, -3) and B (4, 3l are two points on the cun/e y: 5 -; .

Find the coordinates of the arc AB of the curve.at which the tangent to

the curwe is parallel to the line through A and B. (Smarksf

(c) Using Taylor's series for sin x up to the 7th degree, evaluate
e1 siur -
l-'T dx and give your answer to two decimal places. (Smarks)
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17) (a) Express the complex number Sgoi in the standard form * + $i. (2markst

(b) Find all (real or complex) numbers x such that xs : -E (4marks)

(c) Writb an equation of the plane passing through P (1, 0, -1) with normal

{2\
.,."to.{ i ) (4marks}

\*r /
(d) Discuss the domain of the function f{x}: ffi

in real variable x. (Smarks)

13) a) The population k] of enzymes in a culture solution changes according

to the equation +: #= , where t is the time in hours.df x+*.8:

The initial population when f : * second is 1000.

i) Find the expression for the populatio" fu) in terms of f. (Smarksl

ii) Find the number of enzymes after f,= 3 hours. (Smarks)

b) Suppose that the profit fu) obtained in selling x units of certain item

each week is given by p : 5*15- *.5x - 5S* where * < "x g **fifi.
Find the rate of change of p with respect to X when x : l-**0. (Smarksl

19) (a) In examination, Mahoro has to select 3 questions from each section.
There are 5, 6 and 7 question in section A, section B and section C,

respectively. What is the number of possible combinations in which
she can choose the questions? (Smarksf

(b) If the focus of a standard ellipse is at (1, 0) and corresponding directrix
has the equation x : 4 , find its equation. (Smarksf

(c) Find the equation of the hyperbola in standard form whose eccentricity

is lffi and the distance between whose foci is 16. (Smarks|

20) consider the function f defined on ffi uv f{x} : {x "1ffif;?.
calculate the expression {1 + 5=}r'n{tr} + xf '{x} - +f{s}. (lSmarks)
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